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Analog-to-Digital Conversion
The fourth edition of CMOS Digital Integrated Circuits: Analysis and Design continues the well-established tradition of the
earlier editions by offering the most comprehensive coverage of digital CMOS circuit design, as well as addressing state-ofthe-art technology issues highlighted by the widespread use of nanometer-scale CMOS technologies. In this latest edition,
virtually all chapters have been re-written, the transistor model equations and device parameters have been revised to
reflect the sigificant changes that must be taken into account for new technology generations, and the material has been
reinforced with up-to-date examples.

Integrated Analog-to-digital and Digital-to-analog Converters
Analog-to-digital (A/D) and digital-to-analog (D/A) converters provide the link between the analog world of transducers and
the digital world of signal processing, computing and other digital data collection or data processing systems. Several types
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of converters have been designed, each using the best available technology at a given time for a given application.

Design of Analog CMOS Integrated Circuits
The purpose of this book is to provide a complete working knowledge of the Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
(CMOS) analog and mixed-signal circuit design, which can be applied for System on Chip (SOC) or Application-Specific
Standard Product (ASSP) development. It begins with an introduction to the CMOS analog and mixed-signal circuit design
with further coverage of basic devices, such as the Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET) with both
long- and short-channel operations, photo devices, fitting ratio, etc. Seven chapters focus on the CMOS analog and mixedsignal circuit design of amplifiers, low power amplifiers, voltage regulator-reference, data converters, dynamic analog
circuits, color and image sensors, and peripheral (oscillators and Input/Output [I/O]) circuits, and Integrated Circuit (IC)
layout and packaging. Features: Provides practical knowledge of CMOS analog and mixed-signal circuit design Includes
recent research in CMOS color and image sensor technology Discusses sub-blocks of typical analog and mixed-signal IC
products Illustrates several design examples of analog circuits together with layout Describes integrating based CMOS color
circuit

CMOS analog circuit design
Analogue-digital ASICs
This advanced text and reference covers the design and implementation of integrated circuits for analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog conversion. It begins with basic concepts and systematically leads the reader to advanced topics,
describing design issues and techniques at both circuit and system level. Gain a system-level perspective of data
conversion units and their trade-offs with this state-of-the art book. Topics covered include: sampling circuits and
architectures, D/A and A/D architectures; comparator and op amp design; calibration techniques; testing and
characterization; and more!

CMOS Data Converters for Communications
Discover a fresh approach to efficient and insight-driven analog integrated circuit design in nanoscale-CMOS with this handson guide. Expert authors present a sizing methodology that employs SPICE-generated lookup tables, enabling close
agreement between hand analysis and simulation. This enables the exploration of analog circuit tradeoffs using the gm/ID
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ratio as a central variable in script-based design flows, and eliminates time-consuming iterations in a circuit simulator.
Supported by downloadable MATLAB code, and including over forty detailed worked examples, this book will provide
professional analog circuit designers, researchers, and graduate students with the theoretical know-how and practical tools
needed to acquire a systematic and re-use oriented design style for analog integrated circuits in modern CMOS.

CMOS Logic Circuit Design
This modern, pedagogic textbook from leading author Behzad Razavi provides a comprehensive and rigorous introduction
to CMOS PLL design, featuring intuitive presentation of theoretical concepts, extensive circuit simulations, over 200 worked
examples, and 250 end-of-chapter problems. The perfect text for senior undergraduate and graduate students.

Radiation Hardened CMOS Integrated Circuits for Time-Based Signal Processing
This book is the first graduate-level textbook presenting a comprehensive treatment of Data Converters. The advancement
of digital electronics urged the availability of a still missing support for teaching and self-learning analog-digital interfaces
at many levels: the specification, the conversion methods and architectures, the circuit design and the testing. This book,
after the necessary study of the background theoretical elements, covers aspects and provide elements for a deep and
comprehensive knowledge. The breath and the level of details of topics is enhanced by introductory material in each
chapter and the use of many examples, most of them in the form of computer behavioral simulations. The examples and
the end-of-chapter problems help in understanding and favor self-practice using tools that are effective for training and for
design activity. Data Converters is a textbook that is also essential for engineering professionals as it was written for
responding to a shortage of organically organized material on the topic. The book assumes a solid background in analog
and digital circuits as well as a working knowledge of simulation tools for circuit and behavioral analysis. A background on
statistical analysis is also helpful, though not strictly necessary. Coverage of all the basic elements essential for a clear
understanding of sampling, quantization, noise in sampled-data systems and mathematical tools for sampled-data linear
systems Comprehensive definition of the parameters used to specify data converters and necessary for understanding
product data sheets Coverage of all the architectures used in Nyquist-rate data converters and detailed study of features,
limits and design techniques Detailed study of oversampled and Sigma-Delta converters with simulation examples and use
of spectra and histograms for a clear understanding of features and limit if the noise shaping Coverage of digital correction
and calibration techniques for enhancing performances Use of theory and intuitive views to explain circuits and systems
operation and limits Coverage of testing methods and description of the data processing used for testing and
characterization Extensive use of Simulink and Matlab in examples and problem sets to assist reader comprehension and
favor deeper study
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Radio-Frequency Digital-to-Analog Converters
The Analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) is the most pervasive block in electronic systems. With the advent of powerful
digital signal processing and digital communication techniques, ADCs are fast becoming critical components for system’s
performance and flexibility. Knowing accurately all the parameters that characterise their dynamic behaviour is crucial, on
one hand to select the most adequate ADC architecture and characteristics for each end application, and on the other hand,
to understand how they affect performance bottlenecks in the signal processing chain. Dynamic Characterisation of
Analogue-to-Digital Converters presents a state of the art overview of the methods and procedures employed for
characterising ADCs’ dynamic performance behaviour using sinusoidal stimuli. The three classical methods – histogram,
sine wave fitting, and spectral analysis – are thoroughly described, and new approaches are proposed to circumvent some
of their limitations. This is a must-have compendium, which can be used by both academics and test professionals to
understand the fundamental mathematics underlining the algorithms of ADC testing, and as an handbook to help the
engineer in the most important and critical details for their implementation.

CMOS Digital Integrated Circuits Analysis & Design
The 2nd Edition of Analog Integrated Circuit Design focuses on more coverage about several types of circuits that have
increased in importance in the past decade. Furthermore, the text is enhanced with material on CMOS IC device modeling,
updated processing layout and expanded coverage to reflect technical innovations. CMOS devices and circuits have more
influence in this edition as well as a reduced amount of text on BiCMOS and bipolar information. New chapters include
topics on frequency response of analog ICs and basic theory of feedback amplifiers.

CMOS Analog and Mixed-Signal Circuit Design
This book is a step-by-step tutorial on how to design a low-power, high-resolution (not less than 12 bit), and high-speed (not
less than 200 MSps) integrated CMOS analog-to-digital (AD) converter, to respond to the challenge from the rapid growth of
IoT. The discussion includes design techniques on both the system level and the circuit block level. In the architecture level,
the power-efficient pipelined AD converter, the hybrid AD converter and the time-interleaved AD converter are described. In
the circuit block level, the reference voltage buffer, the opamp, the comparator, and the calibration are presented. Readers
designing low-power and high-performance AD converters won’t want to miss this invaluable reference. Provides an indepth introduction to the newest design techniques for the power-efficient, high-resolution (not less than 12 bit), and highspeed (not less than 200 MSps) AD converter; Presents three types of power-efficient architectures of the high-resolution
and high-speed AD converter; Discusses the relevant circuit blocks (i.e., the reference voltage buffer, the opamp, and the
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comparator) in two aspects, relaxing the requirements and improving the performance.

Distortion Analysis of Analog Integrated Circuits
This book presents state-of-the-art techniques for radiation hardened high-resolution Time-to-Digital converters and low
noise frequency synthesizers. Throughout the book, advanced degradation mechanisms and error sources are discussed
and several ways to prevent such errors are presented. An overview of the prerequisite physics of nuclear interactions is
given that has been compiled in an easy to understand chapter. The book is structured in a way that different hardening
techniques and solutions are supported by theory and experimental data with their various tradeoffs. Based on leadingedge research, conducted in collaboration between KU Leuven and CERN, the European Center for Nuclear Research
Describes in detail advanced techniques to harden circuits against ionizing radiation Provides a practical way to learn and
understand radiation effects in time-based circuits Includes an introduction to the underlying physics, circuit design, and
advanced techniques accompanied with experimental data

Layout Techniques for MOSFETs
Praise for CMOS: Circuit Design, Layout, and SimulationRevised Second Edition from the Technical Reviewers "A refreshing
industrial flavor. Design concepts are presented as they are needed for 'just-in-time' learning. Simulating and designing
circuits using SPICE is emphasized with literally hundreds of examples. Very few textbooks contain as much detail as this
one. Highly recommended!" --Paul M. Furth, New Mexico State University "This book builds a solid knowledge of CMOS
circuit design from the ground up. With coverage of process integration, layout, analog and digital models, noise
mechanisms, memory circuits, references, amplifiers, PLLs/DLLs, dynamic circuits, and data converters, the text is an
excellent reference for both experienced and novice designers alike." --Tyler J. Gomm, Design Engineer, Micron Technology,
Inc. "The Second Edition builds upon the success of the first with new chapters that cover additional material such as
oversampled converters and non-volatile memories. This is becoming the de facto standard textbook to have on every
analog and mixed-signal designer's bookshelf." --Joe Walsh, Design Engineer, AMI Semiconductor CMOS circuits from design
to implementation CMOS: Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, Revised Second Edition covers the practical design of both
analog and digital integrated circuits, offering a vital, contemporary view of a wide range of analog/digital circuit blocks, the
BSIM model, data converter architectures, and much more. This edition takes a two-path approach to the topics: design
techniques are developed for both long- and short-channel CMOS technologies and then compared. The results are
multidimensional explanations that allow readers to gain deep insight into the design process. Features include: Updated
materials to reflect CMOS technology's movement into nanometer sizes Discussions on phase- and delay-locked loops,
mixed-signal circuits, data converters, and circuit noise More than 1,000 figures, 200 examples, and over 500 end-ofPage 5/15
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chapter problems In-depth coverage of both analog and digital circuit-level design techniques Real-world process
parameters and design rules The book's Web site, CMOSedu.com, provides: solutions to the book's problems; additional
homework problems without solutions; SPICE simulation examples using HSPICE, LTspice, and WinSpice; layout tools and
examples for actually fabricating a chip; and videos to aid learning

Principles of Data Conversion System Design
Design and Simulate Any Type of CMOS Circuit! Electronic circuit designers and electronic engineering students can turn to
Basics of CMOS Cell Design for a practice-based introduction to the design and simulation of every major type of CMOS
(complementary metal oxide semiconductor) integrated circuit. You will find step-by-step explanations of everything they
need for designing and simulating CMOS integrated circuits in deep-submicron technology, including MOS
devicesinvertersinterconnectsbasic gates arithmeticssequential cell designand analog basic cells. The book also presents
design rules, Microwind program operation and commands, design logic editor operation and commands, and quickreference sheets. Filled with 100 skills-building illustrations, Basics of CMOS Cell Design features: Expert guidance on MOS
device modeling Complete details on micron and deep-submicron technologies Clear, concise information on basic logic
gates Full coverage of analog cells A wealth of circuit simulation tools Inside This Landmark CMOS Circuit Design Guide— •
MOS Devices and Technology • MOS Modeling • The Inverter • Interconnects • Basic Gates • Arithmetics • Sequential Cell
Design • Analog Cells • Appendices: Design Rules; Microwind Program Operation and Commands; Design Logic Editor
Operation and Commands; Quick- Reference Sheets

Basics of CMOS Cell Design
With the proliferation of wireless networks, there is a need for more compact, low-cost, power efficient transmitters that are
capable of supporting the various communication standards, including Bluetooth, WLAN, GSM/EDGE, WCDMA and 4G of
3GPP cellular. This book describes a novel idea of RF digital-to-analog converters (RFDAC) and demonstrates how they can
realize all-digital, fully-integrated RF transmitters that support all the current multi-mode and multi-band communication
standards. With this book the reader will: Understand the challenges of realizing a universal CMOS RF transmitter Recognize
the design issues and the advantages and disadvantages related to analog and digital transmitter architectures Master
designing an RF transmitter from system level modeling techniques down to circuit designs and their related layout knowhows Grasp digital polar and I/Q calibration techniques as well as the digital predistortion approaches Learn how to
generate appropriate digital I/Q baseband signals in order to apply them to the test chip and measure the RF-DAC
performance. Highlights the benefits and implementation challenges of software-defined transmitters using CMOS
technology Includes various types of analog and digital RF transmitter architectures for wireless applications Presents an allPage 6/15
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digital polar RFDAC transmitter architecture and describes in detail its implementation Presents a new all-digital I/Q RFDAC
transmitter architecture and its implementation Provides comprehensive design techniques from system level to circuit
level Introduces several digital predistortion techniques which can be used in RF transmitters Describes the entire flow of
system modeling, circuit simulation, layout techniques and the measurement process

Design of Analog Integrated Circuits and Systems
The purpose of this book is to present analysis and design principles, procedures and techniques of analog integrated
circuits which are to be implemented in MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) technology. MOS technology is becoming
dominant in the realization of digital systems, and its use for analog circuits opens new pos sibilities for the design of
complex mixed analog/digital VLSI (very large scale in tegration) chips. Although we are focusing attention in this book
principally on circuits and systems which can be implemented in CMOS technology, many con siderations and structures are
of a general nature and can be adapted to other promising and emerging technologies, namely GaAs (Gallium Arsenide)
and BI MOS (bipolar MOS, i. e. circuits which combine both bipolar and CMOS devices) technology. Moreover, some of the
structures and circuits described in this book can also be useful without integration. In this book we describe two large
classes of analog integrated circuits: • switched capacitor (SC) networks, • continuous-time CMOS (unswitched) circuits. SC
networks are sampled-data systems in which electric charges are transferred from one point to another at regular discrete
intervals of time and thus the signal samples are stored and processed. Other circuits belonging to this class of sampleddata systems are charge transfer devices (CTD) and charge coupled dev ices (CCD). In contrast to SC circuits, continuoustime CMOS circuits operate continuously in time. They can be considered as subcircuits or building blocks (e. g.

Analogue-digital CMOS Integrated Circuits Workshop
Data Converters
By helping students develop an intuitive understanding of the subject, Microelectronics teaches them to think like
engineers. The second edition of Razavi’s Microelectronics retains its hallmark emphasis on analysis by inspection and
building students’ design intuition, and it incorporates a host of new pedagogical features that make it easier to teach and
learn from, including: application sidebars, self-check problems with answers, simulation problems with SPICE and
MULTISIM, and an expanded problem set that is organized by degree of difficulty and more clearly associated with specific
chapter sections.
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Design of Power-Efficient Highly Digital Analog-to-Digital Converters for Next-Generation
Wireless Communication Systems
Top-down approach to practical, tool-independent, digital circuit design, reflecting how circuits are designed.

Radiation Hardened CMOS Integrated Circuits for Time-Based Signal Processing
MOS Switched-Capacitor and Continuous-Time Integrated Circuits and Systems
This textbook is appropriate for use in graduate-level curricula in analog-to-digital conversion, as well as for practicing
engineers in need of a state-of-the-art reference on data converters. It discusses various analog-to-digital conversion
principles, including sampling, quantization, reference generation, nyquist architectures and sigma-delta modulation. This
book presents an overview of the state of the art in this field and focuses on issues of optimizing accuracy and speed, while
reducing the power level. This new, third edition emphasizes novel calibration concepts, the specific requirements of new
systems, the consequences of 22-nm technology and the need for a more statistical approach to accuracy. Pedagogical
enhancements to this edition include additional, new exercises, solved examples to introduce all key, new concepts and
warnings, remarks and hints, from a practitioner's perspective, wherever appropriate. Considerable background information
and practical tips, from designing a PCB, to lay-out aspects, to trade-offs on system level, complement the discussion of
basic principles, making this book a valuable reference for the experienced engineer.

Design of Analog CMOS Integrated Circuits
CMOS Analog Integrated Circuits
CMOS Data Converters for Communications distinguishes itself from other data converter books by emphasizing systemrelated aspects of the design and frequency-domain measures. It explains in detail how to derive data converter
requirements for a given communication system (baseband, passband, and multi-carrier systems). The authors also review
CMOS data converter architectures and discuss their suitability for communications. The rest of the book is dedicated to
high-performance CMOS data converter architecture and circuit design. Pipelined ADCs, parallel ADCs with an improved
passive sampling technique, and oversampling ADCs are the focus for ADC architectures, while current-steering DAC
modeling and implementation are the focus for DAC architectures. The principles of the switched-current and the switchedPage 8/15
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capacitor techniques are reviewed and their applications to crucial functional blocks such as multiplying DACs and
integrators are detailed. The book outlines the design of the basic building blocks such as operational amplifiers,
comparators, and reference generators with emphasis on the practical aspects. To operate analog circuits at a reduced
supply voltage, special circuit techniques are needed. Low-voltage techniques are also discussed in this book. CMOS Data
Converters for Communications can be used as a reference book by analog circuit designers to understand the data
converter requirements for communication applications. It can also be used by telecommunication system designers to
understand the difficulties of certain performance requirements on data converters. It is also an excellent resource to
prepare analog students for the new challenges ahead.

Design of CMOS Phase-Locked Loops
The analysis and prediction of nonlinear behavior in electronic circuits has long been a topic of concern for analog circuit
designers. The recent explosion of interest in portable electronics such as cellular telephones, cordless telephones and
other applications has served to reinforce the importance of these issues. The need now often arises to predict and optimize
the distortion performance of diverse electronic circuit configurations operating in the gigahertz frequency range, where
nonlinear reactive effects often dominate. However, there have historically been few sources available from which design
engineers could obtain information on analysis tech niques suitable for tackling these important problems. I am sure that
the analog circuit design community will thus welcome this work by Dr. Wambacq and Professor Sansen as a major
contribution to the analog circuit design literature in the area of distortion analysis of electronic circuits. I am personally
looking forward to hav ing a copy readily available for reference when designing integrated circuits for communication
systems.

Analog-Digital Converters for Industrial Applications Including an Introduction to DigitalAnalog Converters
High-speed, power-efficient analog integrated circuits can be used as standalone devices or to interface modern digital
signal processors and micro-controllers in various applications, including multimedia, communication, instrumentation, and
control systems. New architectures and low device geometry of complementary metaloxidesemiconductor (CMOS)
technologies have accelerated the movement toward system on a chip design, which merges analog circuits with digital,
and radio-frequency components.

CMOS Integrated Analog-to-Digital and Digital-to-Analog Converters
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Analysis and Design of Analog Integrated Circuits
The Analog to Digital Converters represent one half of the link between the world we live in - analog - and the digital world
of computers, which can handle the computations required in digital signal processing. These devices are mathematically
very complex due to their nonlinear behavior and thus fairly difficult to analyze without the use of simulation tools. High
Speed A/D Converters: Understanding Data Converters Through SPICE presents the subject from the practising engineer's
point of view rather than from the academic's point of view. A practical approach is emphasized. High Speed A/D
Converters: Understanding Data Converters Through SPICE is intended as a learning tool by providing building blocks that
can be stacked on top of each other to build higher order systems. The book provides a guide to understanding the various
topologies used in A/D converters by suggesting simple methods for the blocks used in an A/D converter. The converters
discussed throughout the book constitute a class of devices called undersampled or Nyquist converters. The tools used in
deriving the results presented are: TopSpice® by Penzar - a mixed mode SPICE simulator - version 5.90. The files included
in Appendix A were written for this tool. However, most circuit files need only minor adjustments to be used on other SPICE
simulators such as PSpice, Hspice, IS_Spice and Micro-Cap IV; Mathcad 2000 - Professional by Mathsoft. This tool is very
useful in performing FFT analysis as well as drawing some of the graphs. Again, the mathcad files are included to help the
user analyze the data. High Speed A/D Converters: Understanding Data Converters Through SPICE not only supplies the
models for the A/D converters for SPICE program but also describes the physical reasons for the converter's performance.

CMOS
This is an up-to-date treatment of the analysis and design of CMOS integrated digital logic circuits. The self-contained book
covers all of the important digital circuit design styles found in modern CMOS chips, emphasizing solving design problems
using the various logic styles available in CMOS.

CMOS Digital Integrated Circuits
This book discusses how digital enhancement can be used to address key challenges relevant to analog components in
terms of shrinking CMOS technology, increasing user demand for higher flexibility and data traffic in communications
networks, and the drive to reduce power consumption.

High Speed A/D Converters
This book offers students and those new to the topic of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) a broad introduction, before
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going into details of the state-of-the-art design techniques for SAR and DS converters, including the latest research topics,
which are valuable for IC design engineers as well as users of ADCs in applications. The book then addresses important
topics, such as correct connectivity of ADCs in an application, the verification, characterization and testing of ADCs that
ensure high-quality end products. Analog-to-digital converters are the central element in any data processing system and
regulation loops such as modems or electrical motor drives. They significantly affect the performance and resolution of a
system or end product. System development engineers need to be familiar with the performance parameters of the
converters and understand the advantages and disadvantages of the various architectures. Integrated circuit development
engineers have to overcome the problem of achieving high performance and resolution with the lowest possible power
dissipation, while the digital circuitry generates distortion in supply, ground and substrate. This book explains the
connections and gives suggestions for obtaining the highest possible resolution. Novel trends are illustrated in the design of
analog-to-digital converters based on successive approximation and the difficulties in the development of continuous-time
delta-sigma modulators are also discussed.

Microelectronics
This book provides a detailed analysis of all aspects of capacitive DC-DC converter design: topology selection, control loop
design and noise mitigation. Readers will benefit from the authors’ systematic overview that starts from the ground up, indepth circuit analysis and a thorough review of recently proposed techniques and design methodologies. Not only design
techniques are discussed, but also implementation in CMOS is shown, by pinpointing the technological opportunities of
CMOS and demonstrating the implementation based on four state-of-the-art prototypes.

CMOS Integrated Capacitive DC-DC Converters
The volumes V, VI and VII will examine the physical and technical foundation for recent progress in applied scanning probe
techniques. These volumes constitute a timely comprehensive overview of SPM applications. This is the first book
summarizing the state-of-the-art of this technique. The chapters are written by leading researchers and application
scientists from all over the world and from various industries to provide a broader perspective.

High-Resolution and High-Speed Integrated CMOS AD Converters for Low-Power Applications
This undergraduate textbook for electrical and computer engineering students is dedicated solely to digital CMOS
electronics. It covers many of the topics of graduate level textbooks, but in an introductory style specifically crafted (and
course tested) for undergraduates. Students will not need a prerequisite in analog electronics, allowing instructors flexibility
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in course scheduling. This book blends the academic and industrial experience of the authors to define a base of electronics
instruction for the CMOS chip industry. CMOS Digital Integrated Circuits: A First Course teaches the fundamentals of modern
CMOS technology by focusing on central themes and avoiding excessive details. Extensive examples, self-exercises, and
end-of chapter problems assist in teaching the current practices of industry and subjects taught by graduate courses in
microelectronics. Computer engineering curriculums can remove the analog electronics prerequisite altogether when
adopting this book. Key Features CMOS technology written specifically for (and tested by) undergraduates. Equal treatment
to both types of MOSFET transistors that make up computer circuits. Power properties of logic circuits. Physical and
electrical properties of metals. Introduction of timing circuit electronics. Introduction of layout. Real-world examples and
problem sets.

Analog Integrated Circuit Design
This book aims at describing in detail the different layout techniques for remarkably boosting the electrical performance
and the ionizing radiation tolerance of planar Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) without
adding any costs to the current planar Complementary MOS (CMOS) integrated circuits (ICs) manufacturing processes.
These innovative layout styles are based on pn junctions engineering between the drain/source and channel regions or
simply MOSFET gate layout change. These interesting layout structures are capable of incorporating new effects in the
MOSFET structures, such as the Longitudinal Corner Effect (LCE), the Parallel connection of MOSFETs with Different Channel
Lengths Effect (PAMDLE), the Deactivation of the Parallel MOSFETs in the Bird's Beak Regions (DEPAMBBRE), and the Drain
Leakage Current Reduction Effect (DLECRE), which are still seldom explored by the semiconductor and CMOS ICs industries.
Several three-dimensional (3D) numerical simulations and experimental works are referenced in this book to show how
these layout techniques can help the designers to reach the analog and digital CMOS ICs specifications with no additional
cost. Furthermore, the electrical performance and ionizing radiation robustness of the analog and digital CMOS ICs can
significantly be increased by using this gate layout approach.

Digitally Enhanced Mixed Signal Systems
This book presents state-of-the-art techniques for radiation hardened high-resolution Time-to-Digital converters and low
noise frequency synthesizers. Throughout the book, advanced degradation mechanisms and error sources are discussed
and several ways to prevent such errors are presented. An overview of the prerequisite physics of nuclear interactions is
given that has been compiled in an easy to understand chapter. The book is structured in a way that different hardening
techniques and solutions are supported by theory and experimental data with their various tradeoffs. Based on leadingedge research, conducted in collaboration between KU Leuven and CERN, the European Center for Nuclear Research
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Describes in detail advanced techniques to harden circuits against ionizing radiation Provides a practical way to learn and
understand radiation effects in time-based circuits Includes an introduction to the underlying physics, circuit design, and
advanced techniques accompanied with experimental data

Digital Integrated Circuit Design
This book discusses both architecture- and circuit-level design aspects of voltage-controlled-oscillator (VCO)-based analogto-digital converters (ADCs), especially focusing on mitigation of VCO nonlinearity and the improvement of power efficiency.
It shows readers how to develop power-efficient complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) ADCs for applications
such as LTE, 802.11n, and VDSL2+. The material covered can also be applied to other specifications and technologies.
Design of Power-Efficient Highly Digital Analog-to-Digital Converters for Next-Generation Wireless Communication Systems
begins with a general introduction to the applications of an ADC in communications systems and the basic concepts of VCObased ADCs. The text addresses a wide range of converter architectures including open- and closed-loop technologies.
Special attention is paid to the replacement of power-hungry analog blocks with VCO-based circuits and to the mitigation of
VCO nonline arity. Various MATLAB®/Simulink® models are provided for important circuit nonidealities, allowing designers
and researchers to determine the required specifications for the different building blocks that form the systematic
integrated-circuit design procedure. Five different VCO-based ADC design examples are presented, introducing innovations
at both architecture and circuit levels. Of these designs, the best power efficiency of a high-bandwidth oversampling ADC is
achieved in a 40 nm CMOS demonstration. This book is essential reading material for engineers and researchers working on
low-power-analog and mixed-signal design and may be used by instructors teaching advanced courses on the subject. It
provides a clear overview and comparison of VCO-based ADC architectures and gives the reader insight into the most
important circuit imperfections.

Applied Scanning Probe Methods V
The inexorable increase in levels of integration of electronic circuits has most often been exploited using digital signals. So
much so that design engineers have sought to digitise analogue signals as early as possible in the signal processing chain,
and performed digital processing wherever practicable. However, it is increasingly being accepted that such an approach is
not appropriate for many applications, and that circuits which combine analogue and digital signals can provide superior
solutions. This wide ranging book on the subject of mixed analogue digital ASIC s comprises eighteen chapters contributed
by leading academics and practising engineers in industry. The chapters are arranged in four sections: Processing
Technology; Circuit Techniques and Building Blocks; Design and Applications; and CAD and Supporting Tools. Introduction.
Technology and Modeling Aspects of an Advanced BiCMOS ASIC Process. High Performance Operational Amplifiers and
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Comparators. Switched Capacitor Filters. Switched Current Techniques for Analogue Sampled Data Signal Processing. Data
Convertors. Oversampling Converters. Self-calibrating and Algorithmic Converters. A High Flexibility BiCMOS Standard Cell
Library for Mixed Analogue-digital ASICs. Practical Aspects of Mixed Analogue-digital Design. Some Applications of Mixed
Signal ASICs. A Video Communication Application of an Analogue-digital ASIC. High Level Simulation and Hardware
Description Languages. Circuit Level/Gate Level Mixed-mode Simulation. Tesign Mixed Analogue-digital Circuits. Towards
High Level Synthesis of Mixed Signal ASICs. Automated High Level Synthesis of Data Conversation Systems. Automated
Analogue Design.

Dynamic Characterisation of Analogue-to-Digital Converters
The Fifth Edition of this academically rigorous text provides a comprehensive treatment of analog integrated circuit analysis
and design starting from the basics and through current industrial practices. The authors combine bipolar, CMOS and
BiCMOS analog integrated-circuit design into a unified treatment that stresses their commonalities and highlights their
differences. The comprehensive coverage of the material will provide the student with valuable insights into the relative
strengths and weaknesses of these important technologies.

Systematic Design of Analog CMOS Circuits
It follows with a thorough treatment of design operational and operational transconductance amplifiers, and concludes with
a unified presentation of sample-data and continuous-time signal processing systems.

Design of Analog CMOS Integrated Circuits
CMOS Integrated Analog-to-Digital and Digital-to-Analog Converters describes in depth converter specifications like
Effective Number of Bits (ENOB), Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR), Integral Non-Linearity (INL), Differential NonLinearity (DNL) and sampling clock jitter requirements. Relations between these specifications and practical issues like
matching of components and offset parameters of differential pairs are derived. CMOS Integrated Analog-to-Digital and
Digital-to-Analog Converters describes the requirements of input and signal reconstruction filtering in case a converter is
applied into a signal processing system. CMOS Integrated Analog-to-Digital and Digital-to-Analog Converters describes
design details of high-speed A/D and D/A converters, high-resolution A/D and D/A converters, sample-and-hold amplifiers,
voltage and current references, noise-shaping converters and sigma-delta converters, technology parameters and matching
performance, comparators and limitations of comparators and finally testing of converters.
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